
REDUNDANCY  SCRIPT  

SET  THE  SCENE

 

MANAGE

EXPECTATIONS

MESSAGING :

contact@rchrconsulting.com +852 5502 4726 www.rchrconsulting.com

Company-wide announcement
Earnings call

Impact of the coronavirus
Recent unrest in Hong Kong
U.S./China trade war

Eliminating business travel
Cutting company social events
Not replacing employees who have left

As you will be aware from [reference a broader communication/trend such as]

·       
The company has been struggling financially due to the [give specific reason here]

 
Although we have made many efforts to cut costs [give example(s) here]

 
These efforts have been insufficient to stabilize the company.
 
We have taken the difficult decision to reduce our fixed cost base further by making some
roles redundant.
 
 

STAGE :

News media
Quarterly or yearly earnings report

Implementing a hiring freeze
Reducing our expense policy

DEL IVER  THE

MESSAGE

 

 

Therefore, the purpose of today’s meeting is to let you know that your role has been made
redundant.
  
I know this news must come as a shock, so I understand if you need some additional time to
process the information. [give employee additional time to compose themselves]
 
Do you have any questions or comments at this stage?
 
Thank you for your contribution to the company. [personal thanks for specific project /
commitment]
 
 

LOOK  FORWARD

 

 

Today will be your last day in the office. / We request that you work until xx day. 
 

You may go back to your desk to collect your personal things. / Your personal things will be
mailed to you.
 

HR will provide you with the required paperwork and talk to you about next steps. 
 

[if applicable] Please make use of our Employee Assistance Provider (EAP) or outplacement
support provider. 
 

Best of luck in your future endeavors and please keep in touch.

This script is intended as a general guideline only. Before using this script, employers should ensure that it is in accordance with the circumstances and requirements of their particular jurisdiction.


